Sescluicentennial Convocation
To Begin This Wednesday

Fran k Stanton

Oscar Handlin

Coed Dining Area
Opens Monday
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Establishment of a class scholarship to be awarded annually
Yes No Undecided No Opinion
60
26
12
2
Students use of Averiil parking
lot
Yes No Undecided No Opinion

Administrative Vice President R. S.' Williams announced the opening of a new dining room in the area formerly known as the Hangout
for the use of both men and women students. This new facility is the
result of work and conferences done this summer.
Dinners will be served in the new facility each evening at 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, and Sunday noon at 12:30 p.m. The first
80
5
0
15
scheduled meal will be at 6:00 p.m. floor of the union, students will be All night use of the new study
able to relax and talk before meals, rooms of the library
Monday, October 8.
This new room will seat 102 persons. In order that the Food Service Department may be in a position of determining the numbers to
be served in advance, it is requested
that dinner reservations be made on
the previous day. Men should make
these reservations , also indicating
their guests, afc the cashier's desk
as they go fo/ their ' meals in the
regular men's dining hall . Members
of the women's division are not only
welcome as guests of men students,
but are also welcome to use this
facility without specifi c invitation.
Reservations Ify members of the
women's division should be made
directly ' with the secretary to the
Director of tho Food Service, Miss
Glenda Ambrose, in Mary Low
Hall , telephone extension 229.
There has been much concern on
the part of the ¦administration and
student body over the differences in
environmental eating conditions as
between the men 's dining facilities
and the dining facilities in the women's dormitories.- Vice /President
Williams stated that "It is realized
that there are architectural errors
in the men's dining hall which was
built out of the concept of separate
dining for men and women. This
concept may be outgrown, but . "we
still have a structure of a considerable cap ital investment which is in
fine condition ." Though the entire
problem cannot be solved , still "the
ladi es' presence may raise the standard s of social am eniti es".
The dining room is to be run as
much like the w om en ' s dining halls
as possible. Each meal will be served
and will bo coat and ti e . affairs.
With the largo' lounges on the first

since their reservations assure them
of a seat. . .
The administration has previously
received
many recommendations
concerning this new dining hall . It
is to be brought to the attention of
the student body that recommendations concerning such - things as new
lights over each table are of an impractical nature. To accomplish this
would mean ripping out floors and
the expenditure of thousands of
dollars.
Vice Pres. Williams wished ( the
students to note tliat "since we are
an educational institution we are
responsible to spend money wisely
and give educational programs priority, To the extent that it is possible to equi p' the third floor and
the extra dining hall in 'R,oberts
Union we will do this. But , this is
not only extra initial capital expenditure , but also a continuing expense."

Yes

Plans Film Series

Now mombors aro ohoson on

i general scholastic standing nnd
Interest In tlio modern languages, During
tholr membership
each person plana to present an;
original paper to tlio grou p on a
literary topic or on another to pic !
concernin g tho language or countr y of thol r choice.

Undecided

7

No Opinion

5

12

Academic honor system of some
kind
Yes No Undecided No Opinion
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Elimination of the cut rule
Yes No Undecided No Opinion
77
17 >
5
- 1
Student G-overnment monetary
contributions to the " Sesquicentenniai Celebrations
Yes No Undecided No Opinion
New location for the bookstore in
the history government department
Yes No Undecided No Opinion
65 ,
20
8
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OR — in another part of the library
Yes No Undecided No Opinion
OR—in a new student union
Yes No Undecided No Opinion
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MOVI E SCHEDULE

;

;

Y Schedule of campus movies to!
ba shown on the weekends in
Lovejoy Building at 7 :00 p.m.
Admission , 250
!
October
6,
Scapegoat
"
7
"The
\
;
i October 13, 14, " High Society "
! October 20, 21 , "The Matchmak». er "
iNovember 4 , "Tho Koys of the

FILM DIRECTION — A group of
students and faculty members concern ed with th e development of the
fil m as an art form — inaugurates
its first series tins Friday night at ! Kingdom "
November 16, 11, "Stalag 17"
Lovojoy Auditorium. The R,ussian
film "Potemkin " will be shown , November 10 , 17, "Greon Mansions "
preceded by Ralph Steiner 's sh ort
December
1, "Vertigo "
"I_20" . The program will begin
December
s , o, "To Catch a
at 7 :30 ; admission will bo fi fty
Thief " .
cents,
"Potomkin ," m ade in 1925, has
had a lasting . influence on world
cinema. To this day, Sergei EisoriTho Intor Fraternity Coun-cil
stein 's handling of the crowd scenes
has tho sche dule of ovonts for!
in this movi e is used as a model by
Homocomlng-1902.
;
film-makers in America and EuFRIDAY , 7 :30-0 :30 Folksong ;
rope, The history of a mutiny
concert with Oscar Brand nn(l
aboard a OKarist battleship in 1905,
the Curriers
.]
"Potomkin" has always been in10:00 p.m., Somi-formnl
dance 1
cluded in critics' lists of the dozen
with Al Corey 's band , crownor so host movies 'over mado.
ing of Homecoming Queen, enFILM DffiEOTION proposes to
tertainment by Colby s.
;
show, in subsequent programs this
SATURDAY" , 10:00 n.m., Bllto
year , both olassioj and experimental
rno o among tho fraternities !
films, The purpose of tho program
an
d sorori t ies, sponsored byj
is to acqi^aint , students with ithe
D.U.
<
mastonvorks of this art form which
1 :30 p.m , Colby vs. Bowdoin
{
lias emerged as tho twentieth con4 :30 p.m. Fraternity onon houses
.t ury 's own . ( Some of tho films tho
8 :00 p.m., Fraternit y par t ies
group hopes to show are : Chaplin 's
|8UNDAY , 10:00 a.m., Bromo- j
"Modern Times ", Buster Koatorf's
Brunch , Runna ls Union
"The 'donoralV, Droyev's "Day of ;
2 :00 p.m, Woodsmen 's Moot
Wrath" , and a film festival in Jan! , . Johnsp n Pond.
{
uary ,
»¦__

—'

Phi Sigma lota National Romanoo Language Honor Sooioty
on Thursday evenin g initiated
new members : Jud y Magolhaos
'63, Joan Ellson i '63, Both
Brown , '03, Doris Kcarnos , '04,
Barbara Flowollln g, '04 , Paul
Marsolinl , '64, Bill Bradford ,' 64,
John SitlUu , '84 , Lloyd J Whlto ,
'63, an d Dl o k Pious , '64,

No

76
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Film Grou p To
Sbw 'Potemkii. ';

Strider Speaks
To Freshmen
At Assembly

Junior §lass
Survey
Reorganization of Student Government with regard to representation .
Yes No Undecided N"o Opinion
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Lreraxd riel

by Paula McNamara

That a college is a place to "determine what it means to be at human being" was an idea presented
by Pres. Strider in an orientation
address to freshmen on Wednesday,
September 26 at Given Auditorium.
The President suggested that a college is a place for trying out new
ideas and for subjecting old ideas
to careful scrutiny to see if they
are worth maintaining. •
The "ideas" that the President
was primarily concerned with in his
talk were religious ideas. He stated
that the policy at polby is to allow
complete religious ideas. He stated
that the policy at Colby is to allow complete religious freedom. Neither chapel nor classes, in religion
are compulsory. Yet he said that
"here at Colby we consider .the religious experience to be an essential part of human experience , and
therefore a most important pa,rt of
your college experience", and one
that should not be neglected.
He noted that it was not by accident that Lorimer Chapel was the
first building constructed at Colby
and on the highest site, but that it
was done-symbolically.
President Strider warned the
freshmen not to miss the chance to
develop and enrich their religious
beliefs while at Colby. He said that
religious concepts would . be among
the controversial subjects discussed
both in the classroom and in inform al gatherings. "They may prove
to be an upsetting experience" at
tim es, but highly rewarding in the
long run. If any idea is worth having, it is worth chall en gin g an d
"subjecting to careful , scrutiny and
evaluation."
Stridor warned the freslimen
against adopting a laissez-faire attitude toward religion. Neither , ho
said , should th ey leave a void in the
event that they find somo of their
present religious beliefs incompatible with new knowledge or beliefs.
He pointed , out that because ono
idea in a category is no longer acceptable does not mean that the

Continued on Page Four
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An academic convocation , made
possible by a $2,000 grant from the
Sperry and Hutchinson Company,
begins Colby's celebration of its
150th anniversary. The theme of the
meeting — The Heritage of Mind
in a Civilization of Machines — ' reflects a concern for the fate of the
individual in the growing mechanization of life today.
The convocation will open with a
speech Wednesday evening by Oscar
Handlin , Wi n throp Professor of History at Harvard , Dr. Handlin has .
written extensively on the social and
economic background of the United
States. One of his books , "The Uprooted" , a study bf immigration ,
won the 1952 Pulitzer Prize for History. Professor Handlin is the director of the Center for the Study of :
the History of Liberty in America,
editor of the Library of American
Biography, and one of the editors
of the Harvard Guide to American
History.
Thursday afternoon , Gerard Piel
will be the speaker. President and
publisher of "Scientific American '' ,
he effected a revival of that journal
in 1947. The author of "Science in
the Cause of Man", Dr. Piel was
awarded an honorary Doctor of
Science by Colby in 1960. Piel is
a trustee of the American Museum
of Natural History, a fellow in the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, President of the Salk Institute for Biological Studies, and a
director of the American Civil Liberties Union.
Frank Stanton, president of the •
Columbia Broadcasting System , will
joi n Dr. Handlin and Dr. Piel in a
panel discussion. Dr. Stanton will
conclude the convocation with an
address on Friday morning.
Frank Stanton, President of Columbia Broadcasting System , , will
g ive the final address at the Colby
College Sesquiconteftnial Convocation on October twelfth. Th e well
known scholar and business man is
the third and final Sperry and
Hutchinson Company lecturer to be
named for the three day college and
community convocation.
Stanton, who was born March 20,
1908 in Muskegon , Michigan , was
graduated from Ohio Wesleyan University. Ho joined 0. B. S. in 1935:
and became Director of Research
in 19.38. In 1942 he was made Vice.
President and General Executive
Continued on Page Three
-«__i
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Student Government is offering three prizes of $15, $10 and
$5 respectively to the three members of the Freshman Glass who
submit the best essay s of 1500 words or more on the subject ,
"Dante's Vision of Hell and its Relevance to the World of Today." Although students may consider FrankPs "From Deathcamp to Existentialism" in their discussion, they are reminded
that they are expected to focus on Dante.
Entries must be double-spaced typewritten in tri plicate, and
entrants will place their names, not on the essays themselves, but
in a sealed envelope accompanying their entries.
All entries must be submitted before midni ght, November
19, to the Student Government Essay Cont est , Box 792 , Roberts Union. The winners will be announced as soon thereafter
as the faculty judges can make the necessary decision. The prizes
| t h emselves will be presen ted at the Awards Assembl y in May.
| The judges reserve the, right to deem no entry worth y of a
\ prize, Plagarism will be considered the basis for disqualification.
;
;
;
;
;
;

;

;
;
|
;
;
;
\
\
!
|
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Editorial s:

To The Editor

The Coed' Lounge

• The ori ginal purpose of a coed lounge, as defined by the student
council during the term of President Wiswall (1961-62), was to provide a location on campu s where men and women could have reasonable privacy. It is obvious that the "lounge" in the Robert's Union
does not provide for any sort of privacy. The Student bod y, in effect ,
has been treated to a coed recreation room.
Thus, after two years of planning, and the expenditure of $30,000,

the situation remains exactly as it was before. There is still a need
for privacy, and Colby students are using the traditional methods for
obtaining privacy. In both Unions, and in the women's dorms, cou-

ples pre-empt lounge rooms which offer minimal privacy,".' thus j up7
setting the directors of the Unions., as well as those students who wish
to use the lounges, but who feel their presence would be embarassing.
The blame for this situation must obviousl y be placed on the administration. The lounge was designed by their planners, and the
suggestions of the student government were disregarded when, the
blueprints actually were drawn up.
The letter which former President Wiswall sent to Stu-G clearly
indicates that the lounge has indeed turned into "something which
it was not intended to be." The student bod y, through its Stu-G, has
a right to expect that reasons for disregarding Stu-G suggestions be
made public, and that the administration make very clear and very
public j ust what kind of lounge facilities it intends to let the students
use.

Crucial Decision

This is written in regard to your
editorial of September 28, entitled
"Delay Linger and Wait" . I am assuming that Lambda Chi Alpha was
one of the three fraternities which
is "prohibited by their ' national organizations from initiating as full
brothers Negroes or Orientals. Jews
as well are excluded by these same
organizations. " It should be noted
that as of August 8, 1962, Lambda
Chi Alpha no longer has restrictive
clauses, with respect to race or
/ .
creed. .
'
In addition , I think that one
might well recognize the fact that
L.G.A. is one of the three fraternities that has had , in the past four
years , a Negro living in the house.
Thus, it seems that perhaps one
might do better to examine the
individual chapter's attitude toward
this social probl em rather than the
policies put forth by the national
fraternity.
Paul Pineo '6.3
Why is it the Echo's policy to
rest its complete interest in the
flogging of dead horses ? Fraternity
is on its way out,,, after the fashion
of all worn-out ideas. The Echo has
certainly made a valuable contribution in the past in bringing knowledge , of the fact of fraternity 's demise to the campus. Yet the issue,
now as dead as fraternity, ought to
be cast aside. It is not the function
of any newspaper to create strawman dummies for the editors to
slash at. There are enough real issues around to take up the editor's
efforts if he really wants to tackle
the problem . Hitting the fraternity
when it is down and out is poor
sportsmanship and poor journalism.
Last week's Campus Comment,
with its' beastly English and the
previous week's guide to fraternitysorority, do not seem to be in keeping with Echo 's duties of accurate
inform ational reporting and . representational , if biased criticism. It.
is true that the Echo runs on its
Letters to the Editor column and
on its anti-fraternity tradition . This
has been the case from the days of
Mr. Hodges' regime, through those
of . Messrs. Miles and Traister . It
would appear to be the continuing
policy ' of Mr. Pious. Alas ! Will Echo
ever be worth reading for anything
else ? Will fraternity be allowed to
die in peace ? How long must this
fa rce continue ? Quo usque tandem
atmtere, Pious , Patentianostra ?
J. Zientara
(Editor's Reply: When contributions, represent.the views of the Colb y ECHO , they are printed as
"Guest Editorials." Otherwise they
may be printed as "Campus Comment ." Therefore the EDITOR did
not "slash at" fraternities.)

The celebration of the Sesquicentennial year at Colby is actually
the celebration of the granting of the Charter from the State of Massachusetts. Today, one hundred and fifty years later , the non-sectarian
ideals which are embodied in the Charter will either be reaffirmed or
denied by the Colby Board of Trustees. We refer, of course, to the
Board's consideration in the near future of the Nunez Proposal.
Undoubtedl y there is going to be pressure put on the Board from
many directions. The matching funds requirement of the Ford Grant
will be used by those opposing the passage of the Nunez Proposal.
Their argument that the financial support of the alumni at this stage
of Colby's development is too important to risk losing by a "radical"
decision is going to weigh heavily on the Board. The national publicity which is being given to the college because of the Sesquicentennial and the Ford Grant will be used by those in favor of the proposal
.
to better the "public image" of the college.
There is another way to consider the issue. The tradition that the
college be non-sectarian is embodied not only in the Charter, but also
in the decision of the college not to adopt any "articles of faith". The
development of the college has been made possible by all sects, creeds,
races , and religions. The Board , by passing the Nunez Proposal,
would merely be extending a Colby tradition , and it would be doing
so at a particularly auspicious time. Another tradition which the
Board is well aware of is its own. The move to Mayflower Hill, the
change in Drinking Rules, and the Blueprint for the Sixties are examples of the kind of courage Colby has come to expect from its
Board of Trustees. We cannot believe that the Board could turn its
back on the traditions of the college, much less the tradition is has
itself created.
(When the Board does consider the Proposal, we hope it will take
into consideration the fact that there may be other ways for fraternal
organizations to exclude members of certain groups than mere written
clauses. The principle or autonomy for campus organizations in
Dear Sir:
choosing members must be affirmed. This is the issue.)

S!p> flfolht} Brfja
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The weekly meeting of the Colby College Student Government was
called to' order at 7:00 by President John Wesley Miller. The Echo
representative took the oath of office as the other representatives had
last week. The secretary's report was read and approved. The treasurer reported a cash deficit of $13.65, and a sing fund bal. of $1,000.
ANNOUN CEMENTS AND COMMITTEE REPORTS

1. The following statement was 8, 1962.
issued by President Miller concern6. Mr. Richard Dyer, Assistant
ing the Echo's article of his "State to the President , is seeking a, studof the Union " message.
ent who would be interested in pre"As I have already indicated , I paring a five to six cninute summa^
intend to release excerpts of my ry of Colby news
to be presented
'State of the Union ' message at a -weekly over 1 the radio. Interested
later date. For the time being, students are requested to see him
however, I feel that I should say in the Eustis Building.
that , while the ECHO review was
7a Social Committee
by and large correct , a few errors
Abetter from Mr. Frank Wiswall ,
did creep into it. First of all , I did
past president' of Student Governnot regard it as an "attack" upon
ment was read. Mr. Wiswall stated
the administration. It was rather
that the purpose of the Co-ed
intended as an objective summary
Lounge as he and 'his administraof Student Government-Administration intended , after discussion with
tion relations in certain vital areas
the College Administration, was to
in the past few weeks. Secondly,
provide an area for couples , which
I did not accuse the Administration
would be free of through traffic,, of
of breaking any promises : I merely
other students , faculty, and. staff ;
stated what" we were told last
would be furnished by the College
spring, what we did , and what the
under the auspices of Student GovAdministration has done' this sumernment ; and would be under a Somer. Thirdly, the protests made
cial Honor System, that is, free
with regard to the co-ed lounge were
from College . supervision. This
made verbally to a number of aplounge - was supposed to bo open to
propriate college officials : the note
ALL at any time the Union is open.
appended to the "temporary regu8. Freshmen Orientation Commitlations" was merely our way of
tee
- Cynthia Smith , chrm.
telling the Students that the StuI.- A vote of tha n k s was giv en t o
dent Government officers were talcing action . Fourthly, th er e w as no the menibers of Miss' Smith's comsexual imagery in my comments mittee: Nancy Godly, Bill- .Fer.tte,
about the controversy over the re- Salley Thompson , Sue Comeau,
vision of the social rules. And ,' fin- Dean Minnahan , and Marcia Achally, I am disappointed that note illes.
2. A vote of thanks was also ex(Assuming that letters to the ed- was not made of my closing comt
e
nd
ed t o th e f aculty advisors to
ment
that
it
is
indeed
my
keen
deitor are still regarded as the acthis
committee : Mr. M. Benbow,
sire
that
Student
Government
and
ceptable vehicle for presenting
and
Mr.
1.4 Reuman,
yc'
the
Admini
s
trati
o
n
will
f
c
be
able
grievances , I submit the following
3.
The
full context of , Miss
to
cooperate
in
as
many
areas
as
— th at it ma y interest somebody
Smith's
evaluation
of the Fresh,
possible
in
the
coming
year.
"
else as w ell as m y self) :
men
orie
n
t
a
ti
o
n
pr
og
ram will bo
2.
The
following
were
electmen
N ot having been here for a few
l
"
printed
at
a
later
date.
Couned
to
the
Independent
Men's
y ears , I was surprised to discover
9. Cultural Life Committee
the changes which have boon ef- cil :
a. Student ' Governm ent loaned
Michael
Cohen
f ected in tho parking arrangements
this
committee ifiiSO .OO for the iniAl
Smith
recently. Since only two classes are
tial
foes
required in renting EducaT
o
m
Th
o
mas
now allowed to operate'cars on camtion
a
l
film
ed classi cs to b o sh own on
Richard
Oobume
pus , "_t is und erstandable how proFrid
ay
evenings
as part of the Stu,
The
following
mon
havo
re<3
portionately lo ss parkin g sp ace is
dent
Government
new campus moyio
from
tho
Physical
Plant
required for them , Also, it is prop er si gnod ,
project,
_*j_v.
Paul
Strong, chairv
to onsuro ample space for the facul- Committee :
man
y
statcd
this
hew film serthafy
Don
Springer
,
ty before worrying about the stu'
ies
will
not
interf
ere
with
th o presKen Young
dents. Howovor, I think the situaent
campus
movi
e
s
sponsored
by tho
,
4 Student Government wjll , in
tion is now a littlo extreme. HeadRunnals
Union
Committee.
ing tho current "tra f fi c regula- tho near . future , b o circulatin g
'
tions ", I noto that" there aro oight among' all tho Students a question- 'b. Tho date of October 20th was
parking areas delegated for faculty naire concerning pertinent Colby af- doomed impractical by the council
and staff and offic ers, most of those fairs. Students are needed to tabu- for having tho Student Government
conveniently located near tho libra- late those results ; anyone interest- sponsored. Harpsicord —> Violin coned in helping Student Government cert heoouso of other previously
ry and classroom buildin gs.
1
For the students it' s a different in this sphoro is requested to con- planned campus activities,
10. Combined Judiciary Commitstory. Ex cept for tho fraternity, tact any of the officers of Student
tee - B. Road and - T. Dakin co16ts , there aro only two areas where Government. .
'
5, It was announced that the now ohm.
thoy may park : in front of tho woA proposed constitution of this
men 's dormitories or noxt to Bob- Oo-od Dining Facilities in Roberts
., Continued on Page Eight
Union will opon noxt Monday, Oofc.
Continued on Pago Fivo

Psychiatrist Exp lores
Collegiate Pro blems

Dr. Dana Farnsworth, psychiatrist, and Head of the Health Service
at Harvard , made a three day visit to Colby this past weekend.,- to
partici pate in workshop meetings with students, faculty, and persons working in advisory capacities in the college.
At a dinner Thursday evening; Dr. Farnsworth addressed the students concerning current student problems oh campuses that he has
been acquainted with. Problems i
found in many communities including drinking, dope , and other social problems. Student and faculty advisors to Freshmen remained
after the dinner to discuss personal

Stu-G Receives
Wiswall Letter On
New Coed Lounge

At the regular meeting of the
Student Government Council Monday night , Presiden t John Wesley
Miller released a letter sent to him
by former Stu-G- president Frank
Wiswall. Mr. Wiswall was replying
to several questions raised by Mr.
Miller concerning the use and design of the coed lounge. The following are some relavant parts or the
letter :
"Wes , Stu-G has carried the ball
on this thing from its origination.
IT IS NOT A MEN'S LOUNGE ,
IT IS A COED LOUNGE in the
men's union. Stu-G even submitted
a floor plan and a tentative set "of
regulations (to President Strider).
I hope you wll strongly resist any
move to make something out of this
lounge WHICH IT WAS NOT INTENDED TO BE . .
The Co-Ed
Relations Committee (a ; special ,
non-standing committee ' of Stu-G)
recommended that the best solution
to the immediate problem, was to
provide a social area ; 1. in which
there would, be no "through traffic"
of either students , faculty or staff ;
2. that , while not intended to be a
massive love-nest , would nonetheless 'exist primaril y for the purpose
of coed relaxation and socialization
in freedom from those objectors who
"just happened to be passing
through" one of the other areas ;
3. that would be furnished by the
college and equipped , under the
auspices of Stu-G with various vending machines ; and . 4. would be
under a miniature soci.il honor system , under iStu-G supervision , open
to both sexes during all hours that
the union itself is open , and totally
free from College Supervision and
administration (which would , you
understand , entirej y defeat the original pui'pose) . . . "

problems with him.
In an interview, Dr. Farnsworth
was asked about Honor Systems.
He said that he has been discouraged about honor systems in communities where there was not a
"long standing tradition ." There
does not seem to be enough social
consciousness on many college campuses. At Williams, where Dr.
Farnsworth was formerly a member
of the staff , "there is pride in integrity. The sentiment of the entire
group permits reporting of a wrong
doer." Williams is operated under
a complete honor system.
At Itadcliff , mutual discussions
by the Juniors and Seniors have
produced an honor system on a trial
basis.
• \
Dr. Farnsworth stressed the need
for friendly rather than hostile pircumstances for students to socialize. "There should be places for
couples to go where they can have
a moderate amount of privacy, but
these should not be "dives".
As far as "jumping on the bandwagon" goes , he felt from his experience that though a small group
in every college took up every trend ,
college on whole were rather con;'
servative.

..

Opportunity For
European Studies
Afforded Students

The application period for spring
semester study programs conducted
at the .universities' of Vienna and
Freiburg by the In stitute of European Studies will open officially on
Mond.ay, October 8.
Each program includes formal
classes , lectures, seminars and field
study in Europe, and is designed
to fulfill usual course requirements
at its academic level.
The program at the University of
Vienna will admit those with sophomore or junior standings as of Feb.
2 , 1963. It will combine Englishtaught liberal arts and general instruction courses , Intensive German language instruction, regular
university courses, taught in GerCbntinued on Page Fivo
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Hy Luiwig Elected Pre-Alumni Coun
President 01 Use To Link Alumni

Jones Selected
Ford Foundation
Challenge Chrm.

ll__ 3£- f»l_
El_
Rffl
^ iitlV
wWB&l
%7 §U_J
j $3!_$!f*

Gordon B. Jones , Vice President
of the John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Co., Boston , has been
named general chairman of the
Colby College Ford Foundation
Challenge Campaign.
Jones is one of three trustees
of the college appointed to top posts
in .the drive which is aimed at providing $3.6 million to match a recent grant from the foundation. Boston attorney Neil Leonard and Waterville industrialist Ellerton Jette
have already been appointed as
national chairman and leadership
gifts chairmen , respectively.
In making the announcement,
President Strider said , "A campaign of this immensity demands
experienced , dedicated leadership.
Gordon Jones not only has distinguished himself in his own profession , but he has been for a good
many years a veteran worker for
Colby. He is a proven leader and
we are profoundly grateful that he
is now willing to apply his energy
and enthusiasm to this significant
program."
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
Colby in 1940, Jones has served as
a trustee since 1956. , He is on the
executive and investment committees of the Board . He is past president of the Boston Colby Alumni
Association and was regional chairman of the college's Fulfillment
Fund Campaign in 1958-59.

SESQUIGENTENNIAL
Continued from Page One
and four years later Mr. Stanton
became President .
Recently, Dr. Stanton has been
the recipient of numerous awards.
Among these are : The Distinguished
Service Award of Radio and Television and the Honor Award for
Distinguished Service in Journalism
for the University of Missouri
School of Journalism. In 1960 Dr.
Stanton was named a fellow of
Sigma Delta Chi , the professional
journalism society, and received the
George Foster Peabody Publi c Service Award of the Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism , University of
Georgia.
recogniIn tho spring of 1961, in to
bring
tion of his sustained effor^
about the "Great Debates ", he was
again awarded the George Foster
Peabody Public Service Award. In
a congratulatory telegram, President Kenhedy commended "his role
in making it possible for last years'
debates to t<ike place" and noted
that this was a significant advance
in American Politics.
The convocation is a college and
community event and the collego
has invited the public to attend.
The following is tho program for
the Convocation :
WEDNESDAY , OCTOBER 10
8:00 p.m. ; Address by Dr. Handlin.
served.
0 :00 p.m. : Refreshments
Run nal s Union.
THURSDAY , OCTOBER 11
Morning : participants speak' in
Ma sses.
3:00 p.m. : Tea. Runnals Union.
1:00 p.m. : Address by Dr. Piel,
.:00 p.m. : Panel Discussion - Dr,
Pi el , Dr. Handlin , Dr. Stanton,
FRIDAY , OCTOBER 12
10 :45 a,m. : Address by Dr. Stanton, .Runnals Union.
,

•

••

C H A P E L C H OIR C H OSEN

Mildr ed Kouba , Jud y Guptill ,
Linda Daman , Ruth Kbllohor ,
Peter Anderson , John Baxter ,
Dlano Burr , Betty Chatterton ,
John Cromwoll, Lynn o Egbert ,
Konoth Ingram , Carleton Maboo ,
Carol Severance, Jano Athorton ,
; Ruth Koiiohor.

;

The new officers of the Glee Club
are as follows : Cy- Ludwig, president ; Nan McCune, vice-president ;
Connie Led erman , treasurer; Susan
Ferries , Women's secretary ; Larry
Schultz, men's secretary ; and Peter
Vogt , business manager. The group
is directed by Professor Peter Ee.
The Glee Club has already performed twice this fall, and plans
for the year are almost complete.
A perform ance will be held on Parent's Weekend. The Glee Club is
now rehearsing for tho annual
Christmas Concert with the Orchestra , which will be held oh Sunday,
December 2. On the following Wednesday the annual Christmas assembly program will be presented
in Lorimer Chapel.
In the spring, the Concert Choir
will make a tour , the princi pal concert being given at Town Hall.
Of the ninety two students who
signed up for audition s, the following were selected as members of
the Glee Club : Beth Adams , Merrilyin Aldrich , Peter Anderson , Diana Barnum , Natalie Bullock , Diane
Bu r r , Britt Carol Carlson , Margaret Chandler , Sylvia Caillet-bois ,
Betty Chatterton , John Cromwell,
Colby Currier , Tom Day, John Eckel , Lynne Egbert , Jay Fell , Betsy
Frazer , David Hatch , William Hendrickson , Judy Igersheimer, Kenneth Ingram , Nancy Johnson , Kenneth Kazarjian , Ruth Kelleher , Caroline Kelley, Anne Ladd , Donald
LeBeau ,
Sally i Leighton , Gayle
Lenz , Bruce Lytle, Carleton Mabee,
Susan Mahoney, Connie Midworth ,
John Moody, Christine Moore , Harry
Nyce, Richard Osborn e, Robert
Hanson , Fred Richter , Terry Saunders , John Sheldon , Bradford Simcock , , Carol Severance , Stephen P.
Smith , Susan Turner , Bill Vaughan ,
Candice 'Wilson , Arthur Woodbury,
Gretchen Wollan .

Charles Holt
New Hockey ':
Coach Interviewed

Two weeks ago , the ECHO introduced the students to tho backfield football coach , Ken Weinbel.
Well , the physical education department sports another associate
in the person of Charles Holt , the
new varsity hockey coach , who assists in coaching the Freshman football and baseball squads as well.
Holt "was born in Melrose , Mass.,
and graduated from Dartmouth College. Upon graduati on , ho taught
for a while and then went into the
leather business for six years. Seven years ago , Ch arli e Holt r eturn ed
to tho field of education as a teacher and coach at Nprthwood School ,
Lako Placid , Now York. At NorthColby. The Mules Frosh , sp ortin g
wood , Holt became acquainted with
such young athletes as Ron Ryan
and Frank Stephenson , travell ed to
dofoat Stanstoad School in a close
wood team split four games with
bookey match . Holt's own NorthStanstoad, Travel diffi culties prevented North wood from playing tho
Colby Frosh , though Holt was acquainted with tho former Mule mentor , Jack Kelley. Holt's predecessor
at Northwood School was Jim Full orton , mow tho ice general at Boston University.
Coach Holt stops directly into tho
shoos of Jack Kolloy, who is coachin g at Boston University. In fact,
Holt with his wife and two children is even living in Kelloy 's house
in Watervillo.
When asked about the upcoming
h ookoy season , Holt replied that ho
was enthusiastic and lookin g forward to the now experience of
coaching at tho college level. As
to the Mul o squad , Holt says ho
Continu ed on Pago S|x

With Students

The Alumni Office , under the direction of William Millett , has announced its plans for the continuation of the Pre-Alumni Council;
The Council , formed last year, is
designed to act as a link between
the alumni and the students , and
to acquaint the students with the
administrative operations. The Alumni Office felt that since last year 's
Council was effective, very few
changes were needed this year,
There will be an increase in the
number of members appointed. This
year's Council will have four members from the senior class and three
members from each of the other
classes. The president of each class
will also be a member. The appointees to this year's Coun cil will b e
announced shortly according to Mr.
Millett.
Throughout the year the Council
will be addressed by speakers connected with the various administrative departments of the college. The
first speaker for this year will be
President Strider. The members of
the Council will be expected ,to relay
information gathered at these meetings back to their fellow students.
The Council will also have a part
in various Alumni Office functions.
The administration of the Council
itself will be informal, with one
member serving as a chairman and
another as secretary.
•
The Alumni Office hopes that this
year's Council will continue to acquaint their fellow students with
the way Colly runs, and the role of
the Alumni Association. *

President Strider
To Be Very Active
This Oetober
As a delegate from the New England Association of- Colleges and
Secondary Schools , Colby College
President .Robert E. L. Strider is
attending a meeting of the National Committee of Regional- Accrediting Agencies in Chicago on Tuesday
and part of Wednesday of this
week.
President Strider is the chairman
of tho association 's standing committee on institutions of higher
education.
From Wednesday until Friday, he
will attend the 45th annual conference of the American Council on
Education , also in Chicago. The
theme will- bo "Higher Education
and the Federal Government : Pro' .
gress and Problems ".
October 1C, President Stridor will
be a panelist at an institute on
"Tho Education of Women for the
Changing World" , at the Univorsity of Maine , Orono.
Dr . Stridor will represent Colby
at th e, inauguration of Charles B;
Shfiin as president of Connecticut
College on October 19. President
Stri der was a member of the Engli sh Department at tho New London
Conn., instituti on fro m 1946 until
1957, when h o was app oint ed dean
of the faculty at Colby,
Oct ober 27, the Colby president
will take port in inau guration ceremonies at Whoaton Collego , whoro
William 0. H. Prentice will become
president. Dr. Prentice was formerly doan of tho faculty at Swarthmoro Collogo. Dr. Stridor 's daughter , Mary, is a sophomore at
Whcaton.
The last day of tho month , Presid ent Stridor will attend tho annual
meeting of tho Collogo Entrance Examination Board in New York City,
as a delegate of tho Now England
Association of Oollogos and Secondary Schools,
In addition , tho president will
havo humorous*, speakin g engagements in connection with tho Ford
Foundati on Chall en ge Campai gn

F ootball Team Nipped
18'14 By U. N. H.

STUDENT-FACUL T Y
CONVOCATION COMMITTEE

Freedom Songs /

At a meeting of the studentfaculty Sesquicentennial Convocation Committee on September
Colby's White Mules suffered a painful 18-14- setback at the hands
20 , Dean Ernest C. Marriner ,
college historian , and chairman of the U.N.H. Wildcats last Saturday. With three and a half minutes
of the committee, announced the left in. the game, and with. Colby behind 11-8, Binky Smith, standfollowing sub-committee chair- !
out co-captain of the Mules, hauled in a U.N.H. punt on his own 20
men : Arrangements , Willi am!
Dates ; Exhibitions , Stephen 1 yard line and galloped 80 yards for a spectacular touchdown. The
Schoenian; Hospitality, Kenneth crowd exploded and speculation ran high within Seaverns Field that
Robbins; Publicity, Jean Eiel- the Mules had won their home open- was able to complete only 2 out of
12 forward passes , and these for a
sen Teas and Coffees, Edith Ann
er.
total
of 3 yards gained. Wells, on
Sewall and Polly French.
There was no scoring in the first

Other members of the committee are : Professor Albert Mavrinac, Professor Allan Scott , Professor Irving Suss, Vice President Ralph S. Williams, Vi ce
President Edward Turner, Ian
Robertson , Richard Dyer , Karen
Moore Butler , and Robert Ransom.

¦

©lass Agents
Return For
Orientatio n

Last Saturday, September 29,
"was Class Agents Day at Colby.
Approximately 70 alumni representatives returned to the campus for
their annual meeting, the purj>ose
of which' was to bring them up to
date on all phases of college activities. A coffee hour began the day,
followed by opening greetings and
remarks by John P. Davan , '33,
Chairman of the Alumni Council ,
and Bill Millet, '25 , Alumni Secretary. Speakers were Deans Seaman and Nickerson ; Polly French ,
'63, President of the Women Student's League ; Ken Robbins , '63,
Senior Class President ; Ed Turner ,
Vice President for Development ;
Sid Farr , '55 , Assistant Alumni
Secretary ; and Wiley Christie,
Martz and Lundy representative for
tho Ford campaign President Strider was the principle speaker. A
question and answer period concluded the formalities of the meeting,
followed by a luncheon and the football game. This year the meeting
was especially important because of
the Ford Foundation Grant , the
significance of which will be> brought
to the attention of the alumni by
their class agents.
*

the other hand , completed four for
eight for a net gain of 133 yards.
Colby played well. Binky Smith
looked great after a year's absence.
Fred Goodwin spelled Dave Cox at
the fullback slot for 3% quarters
and admirably filled the starter's
shoes. It was a rough game for
Colby to lose, and if the human
heart can break , than the cleavage
which John Simpson's heart underBinky Smith initiated the scoring went Saturday must have been a
in> tlie" game with a 60-yard run great one.
around right end. Robbat proceeded
to pick up the double extra point
by sneaking around the end after
SENIOR DINNERS
I
feigning a pass. Near , the end of
<
i
By Jim Wulff
the third quarter , a Mule fumble
on their own 24 set up the first ! Alumni Secretary, Ellsworth i
UNH score. A Wells pass to .Jim |Millett , has been holding din- !
ners for the senior class at hisj
O'Shaughnessy from the 9 yard line
<
camp
in China , Maine.
made the score 8-6, and seconds
camp,
Mr.
j
Af
ter
dinner
at
the
later . O'Shaughnessy rushed for
Assistant]
Sidney
Farr,
Millett
,
the bonus points.
to the Alumni Secretary, and<
In the third quarter , the WildEarle McKeen , Director of,
cats moved the pigskin from their
speak to the seniors. ]
Placement,
own 20 to the Colby 2 yard line in
Mr. Millett explained , "We ,!
13 plays. Instead of trying for the
for
Mr. McKeen and I , have for ]
touchdown , they elected to try
was
several years entertained mem- 1
a field goal. Bob Touse's boot
bers of the senior class. The pur-,
good , and the invader's took an
pose of this gathering is for the]
11-8 lead.
half. U.N.H. actually did score with
less than three minutes left in the
half , but the play was called back
because of a personal foul. Colby
had its chance on the nest play, as
Charlie Carey recovered a Wildcat
fumble on their 18 yard line. The
Mules couldn't take advantage of
the fumble , as the big UNH line
pressed.

Two minutes later the Wildcats
were on their own 25 yard line,
faced with the unenviable task of
making 17 yards on their next and
final down: -Unfortunately for Colby, they not only made 17 yards,
but 58 others as well.- The play was
a. gem ; the quarterback Wells, took
the ball , faked a short jump pass,
ran a bit toward , left end then hit
hiufback an Serieka with a long
sideline pass. Sereika could have
walked home, for . no one was near
him. The same Wells intercepted a
Robbat pass two plays later, and it
was all over for the Mules.

Alumni and Placement Offices to;
become better acquainted with,
|the seniors and they in turn !
;
' better acquainted with us."
\ The meetings, taking twenty- !
|five seniors at- a time, stretch;
> over a period from September 20
|to October 17 from 5 until 7 :30
| p.m. Of the ten meetings, six
> have ..already been held.

I

Probably, the Mules inability to
gain yardage in the air was responsible for their defeat. Robbat
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CRE SCENT HOTEL

Ready Octob er 5

New York , N.Y., Sept. 24: The
first recording of Freedom Songs
to be made b y the Congress of Racial Equality is scheduled for., release on October 5. Called SIT IN
SONGS : SONGS OF THE FREEDOM RIDERS , th . album .is produced on the Dauntless label.
Dauntless is a new subsidiary pf
Audio Fidelity and CORE'S record
^
will be the opening release.for the
label .
A collection of revitalized Negro
spirituals with new words for the
most part , the album also contains
an original by James Bevel , a young
Mississippi minister prominent in
the freedom fi ght there . The tune,
"I Know We'll Meet Again" is
probably the first love song of a
popular nature to come out of the
civil rights movement.
The performers are ten young
CORE members , all of whom have
impressive civil rights credentials.
The - lead singer, Henry lllomas, is
a CORE Field Secretary and was
one of the Freedom Riders on the
bus burned in Anniston , Alabama
on Mothers Day, 1961. Others singi ng on SIT IN SONGS : SONGS OF
THE FREEDOM RIDERS are :
William Bradford , Clara Carr, Guytanna Horton , Joycelyn McKissick,
Mrs. Patrici a Nelson , Jean and
Shirley Thompson , and Dandry Williams.
According to jacket notes , when
listening to this recording "the real
feeling of» 'the freedom fight leaps
out at you. You feel as though you
actually belong to CORE ." Jackie
Robinson is quoted as saying of
the singers that Americans "should
be grateful to them for having documented for posterity the wonderful music which has sprung up from
their experiences. "
SIT IN SONGS : SONGS OF THE
FREEDOM 'RIDERS will be available in local record stores throughout the country on October'5. Copies may also be . obtained from the
Congress of Racial Equality, 38
Park Row , New York 38, New
York. The price of the album is
$3.95.
S T R I D E R SPEAKS
Continued from Page One
whole category is completely wrong.
He cautioned against turning into
a religiou s anarchist , as a matter of
course, without stopping to examine
alternate beliefs .
The President noted that although the twentieth century has
brought about a fantastic advance

'
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of Knowledge, it has brought us no
nearer to answering the ultimate
questions involving the "why" of
man and his universe. There is no
one answer, and each individual
must find his own religious convictions.
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Achievement Fund
A Suesess;
CSrant iatl e

• A goal of $200,000 and contributions totalling §206,000 marked the
first / Fund for Continuing Achievement. 1\e conjoining of donors to
Colby's educational program , established in 1.61 by the board of trustees , was notable for a record §74 ,.528 from the alumni and an excess
over goal of nearly $7,000 from the
parents. Corporations , other friends ,
and foundations contributed the balance. The library will receive $70,000 and the science departments
$20,000. $15,000 is appropriated" for
visiting art , concert , and lecture
programs.
NEFC sets record Colby grant
The New England Colleges Fund ,
an association of twenty five independent , liberal arts colleges in the
six states , raised a record high in
contributions from business and industry in the past year. Colby, a
charter member of the NEFC, re-*
ceived $18,283 this year. Last
March , the NECE elected Dr. .
Strider to the association's presidency.
<
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LETTER TO EDITOR
Continued from Page Two
erbs Union — about as far away
from ; th classrooms as you can get
and still be on the campus. This is
particularly troublesome to the students living off-campus who, like
the staff members , depend upon the
automobile to get to classes.
It's reasonable that the staff
members have the lion's share of
the parking space , but it occurs to
me that if all the faculty and staff
and officers and all their children
and all their children 's children were
to invade the campus simultaneously in separate cars , and all desired
to park at the same time, they
would still not exh.aust all the faeilitities reserved for them.
1
At a city college, one expects to
find convenient parking scarce , but
it should be no problem here. If
just one. of the many lots in the
neighborhood of the library could
be opened to students — if only
during class hours — it would be a
great boon. There are those, no
doubt , who will expatiate on the
virtues of walking and its good effects on the soul , but to those of us
concerned with the more mundane
matter of getting to classes as '
.

-

quickly as possible from town , it
amounts to an unnecessary inconvenience.
Respectfully,
Jay Smith '63
EUROPEAN STUDIES
Continued from Page Three
man for those competent in that
language, and supplementary lectures and seminars. Previous knowledge o'f German is not required.
The , "Das Deutsche Semester"
program at tlie University of Freiburg is intended only for juniors.
It will stress political science , German language study, German philosophy and literature, and European history. All classes will he
taught in German.
Each program requires a O-plus
college average. The Institute said
admission will depend on the student's academic achievement and the
recommendations of his dean and
department chairman and of a professor familiar with his recent college work.
The application period will close
next Deceihher 10. Students . will
sail for Europe from New York
February 2.
Continued on Page Eight
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The High-Stepper is an ideal choice for Campus Type
#1for two reasons. Pirst, she is a fairly common spe'
\
cies—and second, she is easy to'identify.
concentrate
inner
should
Just as the bird-watching beg
on the Robin, Sparrqwand Cardinal before moving on
to more exotic species, the girl watching beginner should
master the observation and identification of types such
as the High-Stepper before progressing to rarer (and usu- - >
ally more difficult to identify) types.
As in all fine arts, the mastery of fundamentals is the
Scey to girl watching success. This mastery of fundan.cntals is just as important in the art of cigarette making..
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MULE KICKS i

CHARLES HOLT

Continued from Page Three
knows nothing until they report to
practice. Knowing that certain
stars are gone while others remain ,
Holt has tried to avoid making premature judgments as to who will
be in his lineup until the players
have earned their positions.
Charlie Holt began his teaching
career at both the academic and
athletic levels. He switched to
coaching exclusively, feeling that he
would make his best contribution in
that fi eld. Asked why he was particularly attracted to athletics, Holt
expounded many of the philosophies
expressed two weeks ago by Ken
Weinbel . Basically, team sports lead
to a mental-and physical toughening. Moreover, team sports lead to
an ''esprit de corps", or a f eeling
of pride in a particular unit. Stressi ng the importance of unit solidarity, Holt mentioned the sorry showput on hy the American youth in
Korea, except the close-knit groups
such as the Marines, who have always emphasized an "esprit de
corps " with regard to the unit. The
non-Marines in Korea had a high
casualty-rate in Communist Prisoner of War Camps, while no Marine
died in captivity during the Korean
War. Thus, Charlie Holt emphasizes
the need for a toughness only to be
f ou nd in t eam sport s , and his purposes in seeki ng t o coach th ose w h o
are willing to participate in them.

There s more than - one way to lick the elements, in Maine, Thi s
we learned as we watched the Mule diamondmen scurry around
Coombs Field one sunny afternoon last week. The infield was not in
top shape. The grass over which the participants ran, called- for a
trimming, and the basepath area needed raking,' but Coach John
Winkin nd his h ar dy crew seemed oblivious to the rough conditions.
Indeed , they .should have been, for
while Coomhs Field posed no immeColby's winless football team
diate threat to lure the Yankees was bolstered this week by the
from their stadium , it nevertheless return of stand-out halfback
was in better condition .than it of- Bing Beeson. Beeson, a 6-1, 175
ten is, come spring. No, Maine is lb. junior , presumably had given
not known for its balmy April wea- up football , ' but last week rether, and Winkin is glad to get his versed his decision, and has been
boys out under blue skies and warm engaging in practice drills.
air while the fantasy lasts. And
Last year Beeson was j ust befall is the time. There is no better ginning; to show top form, when
month of the school year than Sep- he incurred a severe leg injury
tember to approach ideal baseball that hobbled him for the reweather. Hence, Coach "Winkin calls mainder of the season. Nevertogether all those Colby men who theless,the speedy junior led the
would play Mr. Doubleday's game, Maine state backs with a 5-1
and Fall Ball is on.
rushing average. He carried 44
times
for 223 yards.
The response to the call has been
good, with no less than 35 hopefuls
It seems doubtful that he will
reporting. As Coach Winkin ex- see action tomorrow, since Coach
plains , th e advant ages of h aving John Simpson probably , will not
this fall practi ce ext end f ar b eyond risk an injury to Beeson, on the
the purely . meteorological aspect. premise that he has not had sufThe Mule mentor emphi-sized that ficient time to get into good
w h en spri ng practi ce start s , he has
shape.
far too few hands. He is fortunate,
indeed , if he can work individually
with his first nine , • and when he is
able to do this , it is not for long
. . . Quality since 1891
enough periods. To be able tp devote much time to working with
reserves is out of the question. Then
too , many ball pl ayers are k ept lat e
by obligations to winter sports.
But autumnal activities are a
different story. There are no pressi ng demands o f gett ing into top
shape, of scouting other ball clubs,
getting a starting nine or of waiting for k ey players who are delinquen t. Practices are put on an inf or mal b asis , and attendance is never requ ired. Winkin said , "I like
this situation , because I know that
tho hoys with whom I am working
aro sincerely interested in improving their performances. It's senseless to work with a boy who really
doesn 't want to improve ."
Tho vo,rsity coach point ed out
that ho lias an ideal opportunity to
work with boys who will take over
for departing seniors. Winkin then
pointed to , a gray-jorsoyed figure
who was learning tlio various double play pivots. The boy, it turned
out , is a junior who rode the boneh
most of last season. But with standou t second baseman , Bob Glennon ,
duo to graduate this year, Winkin
will nood a capable replacement for
him. Thus, tho special attention to
this hoy.
Coach Winkin 's faoo lighted up as
he raised another point , this one
concerning freshmen , During the
fj .ll pmofcieo , tho Colby baseball
prof is able to single out tho boys
on whom ho should concentrate his
efforts in tlio spring, Winkin said
that ho is generally able to tell what
hoys will bo of varsity calibre in
years to como.

By Pete Fellows

The Colby soccer season opened on a bright note last week end,
as the varsity hooters emerged victorious in their first two contests,
defeating Babson , 3-2, at Wellesley on Friday, and bouncing back to
edge an experienced Lowell Tech squad, 2-1, and an over time thriller
on Saturday afternoon.
In the Friday game, Babson jumped off to an early lead, scoring
twice in the opening period: Colby son lead to 2-1. While the Mule deshowed a laclc of experience in this fenses continued to hold, Adolf
first period. They were handicapped Raup, Colby center forward, netted
by an absence of substitutes, as six the tying goal with a hard shot past
members of the squad were forced the Babson goalie. This gave the
t o remain at home, due to academic young Mule soccer team the added
difficulties.
drive they needed. With only two
Late in the third quarter, soph- minutes remaining in the final peomore Bob Lewis posted the initial riod, Bruce Ansnes, playing his
Colby score, thus, slicing the BabContinued on Page Seven
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• You'll see it wherever you go . . . wherever men ' of
good taste gather this Fall you 'll see t h e smart , t rim
look of the Authentic Natural Shoulder suit by

. - Kingsridge.
-

Colors are more interesting than ever before — '
rich Blues, Greys, Browns and Olives lend new depth
and character — and subtle mixtures of several colors
cr eat e wholly new effects.

AUTHENTIC styling by KINGSRIDGE adds the - .
master touch to a tradition of classic styling — an
impor t an t addition t o the complete wardrobe f or
virtuall y every man. See how much the AUTHENTIC Natural .Shoulder suit can do for you.
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What do you look for in AUTHENTIC suits by
KINGSRIDGE ? You look for the distinguished
Briar and Hearth collection , three-piece suits that
bring back the vest to its riehtful place in the fashion
sun. Featured are smart herringbone worsted che- *
viots, countrified worsted hopsack effects, superb
w or sted shark skin s and h erringbones, rar e stri p ings
and tick-weaves multiline worsteds, tough cavalry
twills and rich plai,lto„_.
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Other AUTHENTIC Suits $39.95 to $79.95
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WHERE COLBY BOYS MEET
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Ludy '21 ¦
Pacy '27 ¦
Howie ¦ ¦'41
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Still another consideration oiun o
in terms of experimentation. Ono
might think that on tho hasoball
field , thoro is only a right way and
n. wrong why . To a fair extent , this
is true , but fall ' is tho time for now
drills and exorcises for becoming
proficient at particular plays in particular baseball situati ons.
In short , fall ball mean s added
successes in the spring. In many
ways , tho idea is analogous to moriey-in-tho-bank for a man just going
into business. It's a 'Rood deal easier to make money if you havo something to start with , When wo loft
Coombs Field , tho olo ' finanoior ,
John Winkin , was th oro counting
his money, smiling, then making
moro deposits . That's tho reason
Winkin 's enterprises havo boon so
successful of lato.

Mule ; Bopters Squeeze
By Babson & Lowell

• ' - . ¦J

MU LE BOOTERS SQUEEZE

Continued from Page Six

first varsity game, scored the tiebreaking goali The Mules, by fallback in defensive positions, ran out
the' cloc k, and Colby had its first
win of the year, by a 3-2 margin. .'
Oh Saturday, playing against
•Lowell Tech at Lowell, the Colby

! MAJESTIC
!. RESTAURANT
i

,

¦

_
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Home Style Cookin g !
American & Syrian Food

J

Located At

60 TEMPLE STREET
Air Conditioning

squad was in fine shape, having recovere d from their openi ng game ,
less than twenty-four hours earlier.*
At the eleven-minute mark of the
first .quarter, Colby drew first blood,
as Ans n es score d o n a 'pass f rom
Raup. Both defenses stiffened during the second and third periods,
and there was no scoring.
Halfway through the final period,
Jose Olivia, Tech's outstanding left
inside , kno tt ed th e score , 1-1, Regulation time ran out with the score
tied , and , according to N.C.A.A.
rules , two five-minute overtime periods were in. order.
With 4 :20 gone in the first overt im e period , sop homore Pete Ives
gave Colby a 2-1 lead with a fine
goal. In the second overtime period,
the Colby squad, feeling the strain
o f -t wo games in two days , without
norm al benc h s t reng th, was forced
into a completely defensive style of
"

¦

i

'

•

¦¦ ¦ "

played at 10:30 Saturday morning,
instead of the previously announced
time of 2 :30, thus avoiding conflict
with the Colby-Tufts football clash
in the afternoon.
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186 SILVER ST.
Phone TR 2-8013

Member Federal Deposit

Flowers Telegraphed

Insurance Corp.

FREE DELIVERY
FOR GOO AND
FOR COLBY STUDENTS
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Waterville Across From
TR 3-4372
Chez Paree
and
Fairfield Near Keyes Fiber
Gl 3-2221
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Bachelor Bundle Service

,

74a Elm Street

'

1 5 8 - 1 5 8 Main Street
Gives The Colby Student
SHOE REPAIRING & DYEING
Quality Service - 1 Hour Servic e
For your convenience will deliver

TR 2-5481
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WE SPECIALIZE IN
STEAKS - CHOPS - BARBECUED CHICKEN
SEA FOOD - HOM E COOKING
ALWAYS
A P LEASURE TO SERVE YOU '
_.
1(r?_ DISCOUNT TO COLBY STUDENTS
'
' _, WATERVILLE . MAINE
55 MAIN STREET

.

eight of the starting eleven in both
games. Loebs further stated that
the physical condition of his team
proved to be the difference in each
contest.
The Mule soccer team entertains
Coach Mike Loebs stated that he Boston University 's hooters here towas highly pleased with' the work mo rr ow in the season 's home open-

'

! GERARD 'S RESTAURAN T

i

of the sophomores , who comprised er. Athletic Director Lee Williams

<

BENOBT CARON , Proprietor

DIAL TR 2-8051

I
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t
play. This great effort was sparked
by Captain Jim Yalhouli, the center
halfback , and Steve Weeks, a converted fullback, playing his second
game in the nets. The contest ended
with the score 2-1, giving Colby a
2-0 record for the young season.
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' ICE CREAM — SNACK BAR
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SPORT JACKETS
AT STEINS

\

MINIATURE GOLF

\
.

OUR JACKETS MAKE THE WARDROBES OF
THE BEST DRESSED MEN ON CAMPUS. WE
PLEDGED LONG AGO TO INCLUDE ONLY THE
BEST IN OUR STOCK. THERE'S NEVER A JACKET BLACKBALLED HERE.

TRAMPOLINES — NED PLATNER , '03
CANAAN HOUSE — GIFT SHOP

Other Sport JA CKETS $19.95 to $59.95
Color Coordinate d SLACKS $7.95 'to $22.50

SUMMER JOB S in EUROPE

300O OPENINGS - RESORT , FARM , OFFICE , FACTORY , HOSPITAL , CONSTRUCTION , CHILD CARE , CAMP COUNSELING ,
AND MORE THROUGHOUT EUROPE. .WAGES FROM ROOM
AND BOARD TO $175 A MONTH. COMPLET E PACKAGES WITH
TOURS FROM 0 TO 24 DAYS - COSTING FROM $150 (not Inc.
Trars-Atlantlo transportation) to $700 (Inc. roun d tri p Jot flight).
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STERN'S

TRAVEL GRANTS , A W A R D E D FIRST 100 APPLICANTS
So. yciur .Placement ,Officer or Student Union Director or send 20
cents for complete 20-pago Prospectus and Job Application to;
DEPT. N , A M E R I C A N STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE ,
22 Ave. do la Liberto, Luxemburg Oily, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
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STU-G REPORTS
Continued from Page Three
committee was proposed and ij> was
agreed upon by the council that
Miss Head and . Mr. Dakin submit
tlieir final constitution at next
week's meeting.
11. Class Development Committee
S. Schoeman, class of 1964, reported the results of, a survey conducted within his .class concerning
Student Government activities, ' Academic Honor . System, and relocation of -the bookstore.

NEW BUSINESS

gift of the Class of 1961 as soon as
possible , and that investigation of
this be delegated to the Athletic
Life Committee, P. Archer, cirm .
2. Student Government loaned
I.F.C. $875.00 as a down payment

for the entertainment for Homecoming Weekend.
The repayment of this loan is due
Dec. 1, 1962.
Colby College Student Govern1. Student Government respectfully recommends that steps be taken
to install the cannon which was a
meat wishes to commend I.F.C. with
respect to the initiative it has taken for Homecoming Weekend. Student Government is aware of the
Homecoming committee's desire to
make this weekend a particularly
meaningful one, and urges all members of the Colby Community to give
the Homecoming Committee and
I.P.O. their wholehearted support !
3. Student Government respectfully recommends that all organizations which hold constitutions
through Student Government re-

S P R I N G ST. L A U N D R A M A I D
Waterville
10 Spring St.
SPECIAL EVERY WEEK
' Chino 's Washe d and Ironed 30c each
Special Get Acquainted Offer on Now
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Thermo Heat Control
Wall to Wall Carpets
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Modern Brick
Fireproof - Free T.V.
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MOT EL

ARNOLD

Between Waterville and Fairfiel d
Colby College Nearby
CLYDE & THERESA ARNOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
GIFT SHOP - COFFEE SHOP
TEL. EACH UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS W ALKER , AAA , SUPERIOR
Direct to Canada
Routes 201, 100/ and 11
Tel. 453-7318
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move''within 24 hours of an event,
any publicity of these events.
4. Student Government respectfully recommends that the Administrati on remove within 24 hours of
any of their events , any publicity of
said occasions.
5. William Gates, class of 1965
was delegated the responsibility" of
looking into the installation of a
clock in the new cubical room in the
Library.
, There being no further business
the meeting was adjourned at 9 :20.
Hespectfully submitted,
Marsha Palmer, Secretary
EUROPEAN STUDIES
Continued from Page Fire
A descriptive brochure on the two
programs is available from the Institute of European Studies, 35 E.
Wacker Drive, Chicago. The Institut e, a non-profit educational institution , also conducts full-year programs in Vienna and Freiburg and
in Paris . There is no spring program in Paris.
Officials said students will be led
by. academic guides on field-study
trips in Western Europe. Students
in , the "Vienna program will visit
England , France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland , Austria, Germany, Italy and Spain , while those
in the Freiburg program will travel
in Germ any, Switzerland and Italy.
It was pointed out, however, that
the study trips are, not mere tours.
They are strictly subordinated to
classworl. and are planned as integral parts of the overall educational
program .
The Institute said that more than
200 U.S. colleges and universities
have accepted credits earned by
their students on Institute programs.

W H I P P E R ' S PIZZA -
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AND ITALIAN SANDWICHES

AT ANY TIME
,
FOR 8 ORDERS.
Waterville
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Contemporary Trends - Ithaca, Good Design, Inc. - Washington Design Research Cambridge Gunnar Camson - Boston East
Norwich House - N. Y.. Wilburts - N. Y.
Danish Home - Philadelphia.
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tJH I^IffiJP-IS 3fe§huiniaji
Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, " "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis ," etc.)

WHAT TO WEAR TILL THE DOCTOR COMES
Now that you have enrolled and paid your fees and bought
your looks and found your way around campus and learned to
hate your roommate, it is time to turn to the most important
aspept of college life. I refer, of course, to clothes.
What does Dame Fashion decree for the coming school year?
(Incidentally, Dame .Fashion, is not, as many people believe, a
ficti tious character. 'She was a real Englishwoman, who lived ia
Elizabethan times and, indeed, England is forever in her debt.
During the invasion of the Spanish Armada, Dame Fashion—
not yet a Dame but a mere, unlettered country lass named
Moll Flanders—during the invasion, I say, of the Spanish
Armada, this dauntless girl stood on the white cliffs of Dover
and turned the tide of battle by rallying the drooping morale of
the British fleet with this stirring poem of her own composition:
'
Don't be gutless,
4
Men of Britain.
.
-*£
Swing your cutlass,
/
We ain't quittin'.
Smash the Spanish ,
'
Sink their boats ,
Make 'em vanish,
Dike a horse makes oats.
For Good Queen Bess,
Dear sirs , you gotta
Make a mess
Of that Armada,
Yo% won't fail!
Knock 'em f lat!
Then we'll drink ah
And stuff like that.

M a reward for these inspirational ,verses Queen Elizabeth
dubbed her a Dame, made her Poet Laureate, and gave her
the Western Hemisphere except Duluth. But this was not tho
extent of Dame Fashion's service to Queen and country. Ia
1589 she invented the laying hen , and she was awarded a lifetime pass to Chavez Ravine. But she was not to end her daya
in glory. In 1591, alas, she was arrested for overtime jousting
and imprisoned for thirty years in a butt of malmsey.This later
became known as Guy Fawkes Day.)
Bui; I digress. Let us get back to campus fashions. Certain to
be tho rage again this year is the cardigan (which, curiously
enough, was named after Lord Cardigan , who commanded tlie
English fleet against the'Spanish Armada. The sweatees only
one product of this remarkable Briton 's imagination. He also
invented the glottal stop, the gerund , and the eyelid, without
which winking, as wo know it today, would not be possible).
But I digress. The cardigan, I say, will be tyek; which is, I
believe, cause for rejoicing. Why? Because tho cardigan hoi
nice big pockets, in which to carryVp_.r Marlboro Cigarettes —
and that , good friends , is ample reason for celebration as all of
you will agree who have enjoyed Marlboro's fine , comfortable,
mellow flavor and Marlboro's filter. So why don't you slip into
your cardigan and hie yourself to your tobacconist for soma,
good Marlboros? They domo in soft pack or fli p-top box. Cardigans come in pinlc for girls and blue for boys. < © woa m«.siiuin-M
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Cardigans or pullovers—Wa a matt er of taste i , « And so ia
Marlboro a matter of taste—the boot taste that can pos sibly ,
be achieved by experienced gro wers and blenders—by act *
anco, diligence, arid tender loving care. Try a p ads, '
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